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Families of monotone symplectic manifolds constructed
via symplectic cut and their Lagrangian submanifolds

AGNES GADBLED

We describe families of monotone symplectic manifolds constructed via the symplec-
tic cutting procedure of Lerman [14] from the cotangent bundle of manifolds endowed
with a free circle action. We also give obstructions to the monotone Lagrangian
embedding of some compact manifolds in these symplectic manifolds.

53D05, 53D12; 53D20, 53D40

Introduction

If V is a closed manifold endowed with a free circle action, this action induces a
Hamiltonian action of the circle on the cotangent bundle T �V of V . If H denotes
the associated Hamiltonian vanishing on the zero section of T �V , W� the symplectic
manifold obtained by symplectic cut of T �V at the level � and Q� the reduced
manifold H�1.�/=S1 , we prove that W� has the following properties:

(1) (Lemma 2.7) The manifold W� is a complex line bundle over Q� .

(2) (Proposition 2.5) The quotient Q� is a symplectic submanifold of W� diffeo-
morphic to the cotangent bundle of B D V =S1 . If e is the Euler class of the
circle bundle V ! B and q is the projection Q� ! B , then the class of the
symplectic form over Q� is �2��q�e .

(3) (Proposition 2.6) The class in H 2.W� IR/ of the symplectic form of W� is
related to the first Chern class of W� by the formula

Œ!� �D�2��c1.W�/:

In particular, W� is monotone for negative � .

(4) (Proposition 4.5) The manifold W� is endowed with a Hamiltonian circle action
and the sum of the weights of this action at a fixed point is equal to 1.

(5) (Theorem 3.3) The zero section V of the cotangent bundle can be embedded as
a monotone Lagrangian submanifold of W� for any negative level � .
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(6) (Corollary 4.10) Any exact compact Lagrangian submanifold of T �V with
vanishing Maslov class can be embedded as a monotone Lagrangian submanifold
of W� for some negative level � .

In the general case of a monotone Lagrangian submanifold in a symplectic manifold,
Seidel [21] has proved, under some assumptions on the symplectic manifold and the
Lagrangian submanifold, that the Floer homology can be absolutely graded. He also
proved that if the symplectic manifold is endowed with a Hamiltonian circle action, the
Floer homology of the Lagrangian submanifold is periodic with respect to the absolute
grading with period the sum of the weights of the action at a fixed point. Applying these
results to the monotone Lagrangian submanifolds of the symplectic cut W� , we get:

(1) (Theorem 4.8) An obstruction result on the embedding of a compact simply
connected manifold as a monotone Lagrangian submanifold in a symplectic cut
under conditions on the Euler class e .

(2) (Theorems 4.11 and 4.12) Results on the index of the fundamental group of
an exact compact Lagrangian submanifold with vanishing Maslov class in the
cotangent bundle of a manifold endowed with a free circle action.

(3) (Theorem 4.20) The monotone Lagrangian tori in a simply connected symplectic
cut have a Maslov number equal to 2.

In Section 1, we explain the symplectic cutting construction for our specific circle
action and describe it in some examples. In the Section 2, we study the structure of the
spaces which appear in the construction and their monotonicity. Section 3 is essentially
devoted to the monotonicity of the canonical embedding of V in the symplectic cut.
After briefly recalling Seidel’s periodicity results, we apply them to the monotone
Lagrangian submanifolds of the symplectic cut in Section 4 and prove the results stated
above. Appendices A and B contain complements to some proofs and a discussion of
the monotonicity in the case of a semifree circle action.
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1 Symplectic cut of cotangent bundles

Let � W V ! B be a principal circle bundle, the base B being path connected. Denote
by X the fundamental vector field associated with the circle action on V . As this
S1 –action is free, the fundamental vector field cannot vanish.

Remark 1.1 We refer to Appendix B for the study of the case of a semifree circle
action.

Denote by e 2 H 2.BIZ/ the Euler class of the principal bundle � and by Ne the
nonnegative generator of the subgroup he; �2.B/i of Z.

Example 0 In the case of the trivial bundle V DB�S1!B , � is the projection on
the first factor, the circle action is the complex multiplication on the factor S1 (seen as
the group of complex numbers of module 1) and the Euler class is zero.

A subcase is the case of S1 acting on itself by multiplication, the quotient B being
reduced to a point.

Example 1 If V D S2nC1! B DCP n (n� 1) is the Hopf bundle, the Euler class
is equal to minus one times the preferred generator of H 2.CP nIZ/ (this can also be
considered as a choice for the preferred generator of H 2.CP nIZ/).

Example 2 Let V be the lens space L2nC1
p , quotient of the sphere S2nC1 by the

action of the subgroup Z=p of S1 consisting of the p–roots of unity.

S2nC1

$$

��

L2nC1
p

zz
CP n

The free action of S1 on S2nC1 enables us to define a free action of S1 on L2nC1
p , with

quotient CP n , such that the Euler class of the principal circle bundle L2nC1
p !CP n

is �p times the preferred generator of H 2.CP nIZ/ (chosen in Example 1).

Example 3 We can also consider the Stiefel manifold V2.R
nC2/ consisting of the

pairs of orthonormal vectors of RnC2 . This manifold V2.R
nC2/ can also be described

as the quotient SO.nC2/=SO.n/. The subgroup SO.2/'S1 of SO.nC2/ acts freely
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on V2.R
nC2/, the quotient of this action being the Grassmannian B D zG2.R

nC2/ of
the (2–dimensional) oriented planes in RnC2 .

This Grassmannian can be identified with the quadric Qn in CPnC1 of equation

nC1X
jD0

z2
i D 0:

To see this, we can use the first description of the Stiefel manifold V2.R
nC2/ as a

subset of .RnC2/2 :

V2.R
nC2/D f.x;y/ 2 .RnC2/2 j x �y D 0; kxk D kyk D 1g:

The action of SO.2/' S1 can then be written as

ei�
� .x;y/D .cos.�/x� sin.�/y; sin.�/xC cos.�/y/:

V2.R
nC2/ �!CPnC1The map

.x;y/ 7�! ŒxC iy�

descends to the quotient and defines an embedding of the Grassmannian zG2.R
nC2/ in

CPnC1 , the image of which is the quadric Qn (see Audin [3]).

For n � 3, by the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem, the embedding of the quadric in-
duces an isomorphism between H 2. zG2.R

nC2/IZ/ and H 2.CPnC1
IZ/. Therefore,

H 2. zG2.R
nC2/IZ/ is isomorphic to Z, a preferred generator being given by the pull-

back of the preferred generator of H 2.CPnC1
IZ/. Besides, V2.R

nC2/ is the total
space of the pullback of the Hopf bundle S2nC3! CPnC1 by the embedding j of
zG2.R

nC2/ in CPnC1 :

j �S2nC3 D V2.R
nC2/ //

��

S2nC3

��
zG2.R

nC2/
j // CPnC1

Indeed, with the map V2.R
nC2/! S2nC3 given by .x;y/ 7! .1=

p
2/.xC iy/ and

the projection V2.R
nC2/! zG2.R

nC2/, the above diagram commutes. We deduce by
naturality of the Euler class that

e.V2.R
nC2/! zG2.R

nC2//D j �e.S2nC3
!CPnC1/

and hence, for n� 3, the Euler class of the bundle V2.R
nC2/! zG2.R

nC2/ is equal
to minus one times the preferred generator of zG2.R

nC2/.
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For the low dimensions n D 1 and n D 2, the description of the Stiefel manifolds
and the corresponding Grassmannians are well known (see for instance Fuks and
Rokhlin [12]). The long exact sequence associated with the principal circle bundle
V2.R

nC2/! zG2.R
nC2/ gives the numbers for nD 1, Ne D 2 and for nD 2, Ne D 1.

Associated Hamiltonian action on the cotangent bundle For u 2 S1 , denote by
�.u/W V ! V (defined by �.u/.x/D u � x ) the action of S1 on V . With this circle
action on V is associated a S1 –action on T �V :

S1
�T �V �! T �V

.u; .x; '// 7�! .u �x;u �'/

u �' D t .Tx�.u/
�1/.'/;where

namely, if v 2 Tu�xV , then

u �' D '.Tx�.u/
�1v/:

If T �V is endowed with its canonical symplectic structure, this action is Hamiltonian
with Hamiltonian function

H W T �V �!R

.x; '/ 7�! h';X.x/i

(see for instance McDuff and Salamon [15, Exercise 3.12]).

This action is free since the circle action is free on V and the canonical projection
pV W T

�V ! V is an equivariant map.

In particular, this action has no fixed point, the associated Hamiltonian vector field XH

does not vanish (because the projection of XH on T V by TpV is X , a vector field
that never vanishes) and all the values of the Hamiltonian are regular.

Symplectic cut of the cotangent bundle A symplectic manifold endowed with a
Hamiltonian circle action being given, Lerman [14] has developed a construction which
enables one to embed the reduced spaces as codimension 2 symplectic submanifolds
of a symplectic manifold (called the symplectic cut)

We describe this construction in the case of the cotangent bundle T �V . This symplectic
cut is naturally endowed with a Hamiltonian circle action (Proposition 4.5). We are
interested in the monotonicity of this symplectic manifold (Section 2) in order to apply
a result of Seidel [21] (reminded in Section 4.1) on the periodicity of the Lagrangian
Floer homology.
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To define the symplectic cut construction, we consider the following Hamiltonian action
of S1 on the product T �V �C :

S1
� .T �V �C/ �! T �V �C

.u; .x; '; z// 7�! .u �x;u �'; xuz/

with associated Hamiltonian
zH W T �V �C �!R

.x; '; z/ 7�!H.x; '/�
1

2
jzj2:

As for H , this action is free and the levels of the Hamiltonian zH are regular.

Let � 2R be a (regular) value of zH . The level zH�1.�/ is the disjoint union of

f.x; '; 0/ jH.x; '/D �g;

diffeomorphic to H�1.�/, and

f.x; '; z/ jH.x; '/ > � and jzj D
p

2.H.x; '/� �/g;

diffeomorphic to H�1..�;C1//�S1 , the S1 –action preserving both sets.

Notice that S1 acts also freely on the level H�1.�/ since

zq� W H
�1.�/ �! V

.x; '/ 7�! x

is an equivariant fibration (see Lemma 2.1) and the action is free on the base space.

As the action of S1 on the regular level zH�1.�/ is free, we can carry out a symplectic
reduction. Equipped with the reduced symplectic form, the quotient W� D

zH�1.�/=S1

is a symplectic manifold. The decomposition above descends to the quotient, the
image of the part H�1.�/ is a symplectic submanifold Q� of W� diffeomorphic
to H�1.�/=S1 . Its complement is symplectically diffeomorphic to the open set
H�1..�;C1// (see Figure 1).

Remark 1.2 If � < 0, then H�1..�;C1// is a neighbourhood of the zero section in
the cotangent bundle T �V and this neighbourhood is symplectically embedded as an
open submanifold of W� . In particular, V is canonically embedded as a Lagrangian
submanifold of the symplectic cut W� .

Because of Remark 1.2 and of the monotonicity condition on W� (Proposition 2.6),
we will deal in the following only with the case � < 0.
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V

T �V

�

0

H

V

W�

Q�

Figure 1: The cotangent bundle (left) and its symplectic cut (right)

Example 0 Let us first study the case of the circle V D S1 acting on itself by multi-
plication with quotient B reduced to a point. The fundamental field of the action at the
point x is then ix (we consider S1 as the unit circle in C ). The cotangent space T �S1

is diffeomorphic to S1 �R: if x is a point of S1 and ' is an element of T �x S1 , there
exists a unique real number � such that ' D h� iu; �i (denoting by h � ; � i the scalar
product on C DR2 ). An explicit diffeomorphism from T �S1 to S1�R can be given
by mapping the pair .x; '/ on the pair .x; �/.

The circle action on T �S1 can then be written on S1 �R as

u � .x; �/D .ux; �/

and the Hamiltonians become

H.x; �/DH.x; '/D '.ix/D �;

zH .x; �; z/DH.x; '; z/D ��
1

2
jzj2:

Thus, the level H�1.�/Df.x; �/ jx2S1g is a circle and the quotient Q�DH�1.�/=S1

is a point.

For zH , the level zH�1.�/ is the set f.x; �C 1
2
jzj2; z/ j x 2 S1; z 2Cg and the quotient

W� D
zH�1.�/=S1 is symplectomorphic to C . Indeed, the one-to-one map

iCW C �!W�

z 7�!

�
1; �C

1

2
jzj2; z

�
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is also onto as each element�
x; �C

1

2
jzj2; z

�
D

�
1; �C

1

2
jzj2;x�1z

�
of W� can be written as the image by iC of a complex number (x�1z D xxz here).

Moreover, the symplectic form !W
�

on W� is the symplectic reduction of the 2–form
!can ˚ !std where !can is the canonical symplectic form on T �S1 and !std is the
standard symplectic form on C . But if z{ is the embedding of C in zH�1.�/ defined as

z{.z/D

�
1; �C

1

2
jzj2; z

�
;

.i�!W
� /z.�1; �2/D .z{

�.!can˚!std//z.�1; �2/then

D !std.�1; �2/

since z 7! .1; �C 1
2
jzj2/ takes value in a fibre of the projection T �S1! S1 and the

fibres are Lagrangian submanifolds.

The manifold V D S1 is embedded as the zero section in T �V and as the image of
the map

x 7! Œx; 0;
p
�2��D Œ1; 0; xx

p
�2��

in W� if � < 0. Its image in C by the symplectic diffeomorphism just described is
the circle centered at the origin and of radius

p
�2� . This circle bounds a disc of

area �2�� (which is also the area of the cylinder that lies between the zero section
and the level � ) (see Figure 2).

V

V
H

R

�

0

W� DC

Q�

Figure 2: Symplectic cut of T �S1

In the general case of a product V DB�S1!B , there is a symplectic diffeomorphism
T �V ' T �B �T �S1 . The circle action on V being concentrated on the factor S1 ,
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the action on T �V is concentrated on T �S1 and the corresponding Hamiltonian on
T �B�T �S1 can be written, for any ..b; '/; .x; �//2T �B�T �S1'T �B�.S1�R/;

H..b; '/; .x; �//D �:

Thus, the symplectic cut of T �V (at the level � ) is the product of T �B and of
the symplectic cut of T �S1 (also at the level � ) and hence is symplectomorphic to
T �B �C .

If � is negative, V D B � S1 can be embedded as the product of the zero section
of T �B and of the circle centered at the origin of radius

p
�2� .

Let us now analyse the structure of these manifolds. In particular, we would like to
know if W� is monotone (see Section 2) and in this case, if the zero section is monotone
in W� (Section 3).

2 Monotonicity of the symplectic cut

Recall (see Oh [17] and [18]) that a symplectic manifold .W; !/ is said to be monotone
if there exists a positive constant KW such that for any sphere wW S2!W ,

(1)
Z
w�! DKW c1.W /.Œw�/:

Here and in the following, c1.W / denotes the first Chern class of (the tangent bundle
T W !W of) W . For more general complex vector bundles E! B , we will use
the notation c1.E! B/ for their first Chern class.

If W is a symplectic manifold, denote by NW its first Chern number, namely the
nonnegative generator of the subgroup hc1.W /; �2.W /i of Z.

We will prove that the symplectic structure and the first Chern class of W� can be
deduced from those of Q� . To begin with, let us investigate the reduced manifold Q� D

H�1.�/=S1 .

2.1 The reduced symplectic manifold Q�

Lemma 2.1 The projection zq� W H�1.�/! V is an equivariant fibration and descends
to the quotients in a fibration

q� W Q� �! B

Œx; '� 7�! �.x/:
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Proof Let us begin by looking at this projection for � D 0. In this case,

zq0W f.x; '/ j h';X.x/i D 0g �! V

.x; '/ 7�! x

is a vector subbundle of the cotangent bundle T �V ! V : it is the annihilator of the
vector field X in the cotangent bundle. Descending to the quotients, q0 is also a vector
bundle over B .

Let f˛xgx2V be a family of linear forms ˛x 2 T �x V such that h˛x;X.x/i D 1 for
all x 2 V and ˛u�x D u � ˛x for all u 2 S1 . For instance, it can be defined using an
S1 –invariant Riemannian metric g on V and setting ˛x D gx. � ;X.x//. For any � ,
this allows to define an equivariant diffeomorphism

ẑ
� W H

�1.�/ �!H�1.0/

.x; '/ 7�! .x; ' � �˛x/

such that zq� D zq0 ı
ẑ
� .

Descending to the quotients, the diffeomorphism ẑ � defines a diffeomorphism

ˆ� W Q� !Q0

such that q� D q0 ıˆ� .

Corollary 2.2 The level H�1.0/ (and hence H�1.�/ as well) has the homotopy type
of V and the quotient Q0 (and hence Q� as well) has the homotopy type of B , the
homotopy equivalence being given by the projections.

Furthermore, the fibre bundle q0 is a particular fibre bundle on B :

Lemma 2.3 The space Q0 endowed with the symplectic form obtained by reduction
of the canonical symplectic form on T �V is symplectomorphic to the cotangent
bundle T �B .

A proof of Lemma 2.3 can be found in Ol 0shanetskiı̆ et al [20, Section 5].

Corollary 2.4 The first Chern class c1.Q�/ of Q� is zero in H 2.Q� IR/.

Proof Thanks to Lemma 2.3, Q0 is symplectomorphic to T �B . As the first Chern
class c1 .T

�B/ is a 2–torsion element in H 2.T �BIZ/ (because the restriction to B

of the tangent bundle of T �B is isomorphic to the complexified bundle of a real bundle;
see Milnor and Stasheff [16]), c1.Q0/ is 2–torsion element in H 2.Q0IZ/.
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Moreover, Q� varies continuously with � and the first Chern class of Q� takes values
in a discrete space so that c1.Q�/ is also a 2–torsion element of H 2.Q� IZ/ and hence
vanishes in H 2.Q� IR/.

We determine the class Œ!� � of the symplectic form on Q� with the Duistermaat–
Heckman formula [9] (we follow here the sign conventions of Audin [1]):

Proposition 2.5 The class in H 2.Q�0
IR/ of the reduced symplectic form on Q� is

equal to
Œ!� �D�2�� q�� e;

still denoting e the Euler class of the circle bundle V ! B .

Proof As all the levels are regular for H , by the Duistermaat–Heckman formula, for
all � , �0 in R,

Œ!� �� Œ!�0
�D .� � �0/

�
�2�e.H�1.�/!Q�/

�
in H 2.Q�0

IR/ where e.H�1.�/ ! Q�/ is the Euler class of the principal circle
bundle �QW H

�1.�/!Q� .

We now need to compute this Euler class e.H�1.�/!Q�/. As the bundle H�1.�/!Q�

is the pullback of the fibre bundle � W V ! B by the projection q� W Q� ! B ,

H�1.�/
zq� //

�Q

��

V

�

��
Q�

q� // B;

we have by naturality

e.H�1.�/!Q�/D q�� .e.V ! B//D q�� e;

where q�
�
W H 2.BIZ/!H 2.Q� IZ/ is an isomorphism.

Eventually, the Duistermaat–Heckman formula gives

Œ!� �� Œ!�0
�D .� � �0/.�2�q�� e/:

For �0 D 0, .Q0; !0/ is symplectomorphic to the cotangent bundle .T �B; !can/. But
!can is an exact form, hence the class Œ!can� and a fortiori the class Œ!0� vanish, so that
the Duistermaat-Heckman formula becomes with �0 D 0

Œ!� �D�2�� q�� e:
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We could have also used [20, Section 5] and described Q� as a magnetic cotangent
bundle. Recall that a magnetic cotangent bundle is a cotangent bundle qW T �B! B

whose symplectic form differs from the canonical symplectic form by a perturbation
q�� where � is a closed 2–form on B . Here � D �F.˛/ where F.˛/ is the curvature
of a connection 1–form ˛ on the fibre bundle � W V ! B .

Example 0 In the case of the trivial bundle, Q� is symplectomorphic to T �B for
all � , as the component in T �B of the 1–form ˛ vanishes. The 2–form !� is always
exact and Œ!� �D 0 in H 2.Q�0

IR/ as confirmed by Proposition 2.5.

Examples 1, 2 and 3 In the case of the Hopf bundle for n�1 (and similarly in the case
of the Stiefel manifolds for n� 3), the class Œ!� � is equal to �2� times the pullback on
T �CP n of the image in H 2.CP nIR/ of the generator of H 2.CP nIZ/ (respectively
the pullback on T � zG2.R

nC2/ of the image of the generator of H 2. zG2.R
nC2/IZ/).

In the case of example 2, this class is �2�p times the preferred generator.

2.2 Consequences for the symplectic cut

In this paragraph, we want to prove the following:

Proposition 2.6 If V !B is a principal circle bundle and if � <0, then the symplectic
cut W� is monotone and contains V as a Lagrangian submanifold.

This proposition is a consequence of the bundle structure of W� :

Lemma 2.7 The quotient W� is the total space of a complex line bundle on Q� , name-
ly the complex line bundle associated with the principal circle bundle H�1.�/!Q� .

Proof By definition, the complex line bundle associated with the principal circle
bundle H�1.�/!Q� is H�1.�/�S1 C!Q� where S1 acts on H�1.�/�C by

u � .x; ';z/D .u �x;u �'; xuz/

zH�1.�/ �!H�1.�/�Cand the map

.x; '; z/ 7�! .x; ' �
1

2
jzj2˛x; z/

is an equivariant diffeomorphism for the actions of S1 . It descends to the quotients as
a diffeomorphism W� !H�1.�/�S1 C .
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Corollary 2.8 (i) The projection p� W W� !Q� is a homotopy equivalence. As a
consequence, it is also the case for q� ıp� W W� ! B .

(ii) The first Chern class of the bundle p� W W� !Q� is equal to the Euler class of
the circle bundle H�1.�/!Q� .

(iii) The bundle p� W W� !Q� is the normal bundle of Q� in W� .

Proof of (iii) By Lemma 2.7, W� !Q� is isomorphic to the associated line bundle
H�1.�/�S1 C!Q� . But (see [14, Remark 1.7]), this bundle H�1.�/�S1 C!Q�

is the normal bundle of the reduced space Q� in W� .

Indeed, we have described a diffeomorphism H�1.�/�C �
! zH�1.�/ that induces an

isomorphism between the tangent bundles:

T .H�1.�/�C/
�
! T zH�1.�/:

Hence, if j� W H
�1.�/! zH�1.�/ denotes the injection of H�1.�/ in zH�1.�/, then

j �
�

T .H�1.�/�C/ �! j �
�

T zH�1.�/.

But j �
�

T .H�1.�/�C/ is isomorphic as a bundle on H�1.�/ to the Whitney sum of
TH�1.�/ and of the trivial bundle H�1.�/�C .

All the maps above are equivariant under the circle action and induce an isomorphism
of bundles on Q� ,

i�� T W� ' TQ� ˚ .H
�1.�/�S1 C/;

denoting by i� W Q� !W� the embedding of Q� as the zero section of W� .

From Corollary 2.8 we get the first Chern class of the tangent bundle T W� !W� :

Lemma 2.9 The first Chern class of W� in H 2.W� IR/ is

c1.W�/D .q� ıp�/
�e:

Proof By part (iii) of Corollary 2.8,

c1.i
�
� T W� !Q�/D i�� c1.T W� !W�/D c1.TQ� !Q�/C c1.W� !Q�/

and if we apply the inverse isomorphism p�
�

of i�
�

,

c1.T W� !W�/D p��
�
c1.TQ� !Q�/C c1.W� !Q�/

�
:
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But, by Corollary 2.4, the first Chern class c1.TQ� !Q�/ vanishes in H 2.Q� IR/
and the relation becomes in H 2.W� IR/

c1.T W� !W�/D p��
�
c1.W� !Q�/

�
D .q� ıp�/

�e:

Corollary 2.10 The first Chern number NW�
of W� is equal to Ne , ie, the nonnegative

generator of he; �2.B/i.

The bundle structure of W� !Q� allows also to determine the class of the symplectic
form on W� :

Lemma 2.11 If !W
�

denotes the symplectic form on W� defined by the symplectic
reduction, then

Œ!W
� �D�2��.q� ıp�/

�e

in H 2.W� IR/.

Proof As Q� is a symplectic submanifold of W� , we have

!� D i�� !
W
�

(still denoting by i� the embedding of Q� in W� ) and hence

Œ!� �D i�� Œ!
W
� � in H 2.Q� IR/:

Applying the inverse isomorphism p�
�

of i�
�

, we get

Œ!W
� �D p�� Œ!� � in H 2.W� IR/:

But we have proved that Œ!� �D�2��q�
�
e , thus

Œ!W
� �D�2��.q� ıp�/

�e:

Proof of Proposition 2.6 We can now compare the class of the symplectic form Œ!W
�
�

and the first Chern class c1.W�/ in H 2.W� IR/:

Œ!W
� �D�2�� c1.W�/:

Together with Remark 1.2, this equality gives the proposition.
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Remark 2.12 It is also possible to carry out the symplectic cutting with the Hamil-
tonian

.x; '; z/ 7!H.x; '/C
1

2
jzj2

instead of zH . In this case, it is the open subset H�1.�1; �/ that embeds in the new
symplectic cut W 0

�
and the first Chern class is c1.W

0
�
!Q�/D .q� ıp�/

�.�e/. Thus,
it is for � > 0 that W 0

�
is monotone and contains V as Lagrangian submanifold.

Let us look again at our examples.

Example 0 In the case of the trivial bundle, the Euler class and the class of the
symplectic form are trivial in H 2.W� IR/. We already know it, since W� is then
symplectomorphic to the product of a cotangent bundle and C .

Example 1 In the case of the Hopf bundle, the reduced manifold W� is simply
connected, with first Chern number NW�

D 1. For � < 0, it is monotone and the
sphere S2nC1 can be embedded in W� as a Lagrangian submanifold.

Example 2 In the case when V DL2nC1
p is the .2nC1/–dimensional lens space, W�

is a simply connected symplectic manifold, with first Chern number NW�
D p . It is

monotone for � < 0 and the lens space L2nC1
p can be embedded in W� as a Lagrangian

submanifold.

Example 3 For n � 3, zG2.R
nC2/ is simply connected and the Euler class of the

bundle V2.R
nC2/! zG2.R

nC2/ is equal to �1 times the generator. The symplectic
cut W� is hence a simply connected manifold with first Chern number NW�

D 1. For
� < 0, W� is a monotone symplectic manifold, in which the Stiefel manifold V2.R

nC2/

is embedded as a Lagrangian submanifold.

For the low dimensions n D 1 and n D 2, the Grassmannian zG2.R
nC2/ and the

symplectic cut are simply connected with Chern numbers for nD 1, NW�
D 2 and for

nD 2, NW�
D 1.

3 Monotonicity of the Lagrangian submanifold V in W

We still assume that V ! B is a principal circle bundle and that W� is the symplectic
cut of the cotangent bundle of V at the level � for a negative real number � (in order
to simplify the notation, we will omit all the indices � in the following).
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Recall (see Oh [17]) that a Lagrangian submanifold L of a symplectic manifold .W; !/

is monotone if there exist a positive constant KL such that for all v in �2.W;L/,Z
v�! DKL �L.v/

where �LW �2.W;L/! Z denotes the Maslov class of L in W (we will recall the
definition of the (relative) Maslov class in the proof of Lemma 3.5).

Moreover, if L is a monotone Lagrangian submanifold of a symplectic manifold W ,
it is known (see [17]) that W must be monotone and that the constants KW and KL

satisfy
KW D 2KL:

We will also denote by NL the Maslov number of L, namely the nonnegative generator
of the subgroup h�L; �2.W;L/i of Z.

Remark 3.1 (i) If an element v of �2.W;L/ is the image of a class w in �2.W /, we
have the equalities �L.v/D2c1.W /.w/ and

R
v�!D

R
w�! (see for instance [17]). In

particular, NL always divides 2NW , (ii) In the case of a simply connected Lagrangian
submanifold L, the map �2.W /! �2.W;L/ is surjective. Consequently, if W is
monotone, L is monotone and NL D 2NW .

Biran [6] used a remark similar to (ii) for submanifolds L such that H1.LIZ/ is of
q–torsion (ie for each ˛ 2H1.LIZ/; q˛ D 0). Here, we will use the following:

Lemma 3.2 If L is a Lagrangian submanifold of a monotone symplectic mani-
fold .W; !/ and if �1.L/ is of q–torsion (namely aq D 1 for any a of �1.L/ with
q ¤ 0), then L is monotone in W and 2NW divides qNL .

Proof As W is monotone, there exists a positive constant KW such that for any w
in �2.W /,

(2)
Z
w�! DKL �L.v/:

Let v be an element of �2.W;L/. The boundary of v is an element of �1.L/ and thus
if L is of q–torsion, .@v/q D @.vq/D 1 in �1.L/. This means that vq is a sphere w
of W .

We then have the relations

2c1.w/D �L.v
q/D q�L.v/;(3) Z

w�! D

Z
.vq/�! D q

Z
v�!:(4)
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The relation (2) implies

q

Z
v�! D 2KW q�L.v/

and hence the monotonicity of L in W , since q is nonzero.

Moreover by relation (3), for all v in �2.W;L/, 2NW divides q�L.v/ and hence
2NW divides qNL .

Remark 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 are useful to study our examples:

Example 0 For the action of S1 on itself by multiplication, we know that

�2.W;S1/D �2.C;S
1/' �1.S

1/' Z:

Moreover, the Maslov class of the disc centered at the origin and of radius
p
�2� (a

generator of �2.W;S1/) is 2 (it is a disc in C ) and its area is �2�� . This means that
the area of the disc is equal to ��� times its Maslov class and that S1 is monotone
in C .

Examples 1 and 3 In the case of the Hopf bundle (or of the Stiefel manifolds), as the
sphere V D S2nC1 for n � 1 (or the Stiefel manifold V D V2.R

nC2/ for n � 3) is
simply connected, V is monotone in W and NV D 2NW D 2. These manifolds V

are even 2–connected, hence the long exact sequence of the pair .W;V / gives an
isomorphism between �2.W;V / and �2.CP n/' Z (or �2. zG2.R

nC2//' Z).

Example 2 If V is the lens space L2nC1
p , its fundamental group is Z=p and in

particular, �1.V / is of p–torsion. By Lemma 3.2, V is monotone in W and 2NW

divides pNV , namely 2p divides pNL and hence 2 divides NV .

Let us prove that Example 0 essentially describes what happens in general for the
Lagrangian submanifold V in the symplectic cut of its cotangent bundle, namely:

Theorem 3.3 Let � W V !B be a principal circle bundle and let W be the symplectic
cut of T �V at the level � with � < 0.

Then, �2.W;V / is isomorphic to Z, the Lagrangian submanifold V is monotone in W

with monotonicity constant ��� and its Maslov number is 2.

We begin with the computation of �2.W;V /:
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Lemma 3.4 Let � W V ! B be a principal circle bundle and let W be the symplectic
cut of T �V at the level � , with � < 0.

Then �2.W;V / is isomorphic to Z, a generator � being given by the image of the disc
of C centered at the origin and of radius

p
�2� in a fibre of the complex line bundle

W !Q.

Proof In order to prove that �2.W;V / is isomorphic to �1.S
1/, we connect the long

exact sequence of the pair .W;V / to the long exact sequence associated with the circle
bundle V ! B :

�2.V / //

D

��

�2.B/ //

'

��

�1.S
1/ //

ˆ
��

�1.V / //

D

��

�1.B/ //

'

��

0

�2.V / // �2.W / // �2.W;V / // �1.V / // �1.W / // 0

and we define a map ˆW �1.S
1/! �2.W;V / that makes the above diagram commute.

The map ˆ is given by associating to a generator of �1.S
1/ a disk � , image of the

disc of C centered at the origin and of radius
p
�2� in a fibre of the complex line

bundle W !Q. (see Appendix A.1 for more details).

By the five-lemma, we conclude that ˆ is an isomorphism (hence, �2.W;V / is
isomorphic to Z) and that the image of �2.W /! �2.W;V / is equal to the image of
�2.B/! �1.S

1/, namely NeZD he; �2.B/i.

We can determine the Maslov number of V in W thanks to the commutative diagram

�2.W /
ˆıe //

D

��

�2.W;V / //

�V

��

�1.V /

V

��

// �1.W /

D

��
�2.W /

2c1.W /// �1.ƒn/ // �1.ƒ.W // // �1.W /

where ƒn (for n half the dimension of W ) is the Grassmannian of the Lagrangian
subspaces of R2n and ƒ.W / is the fibre bundle associated to the vector bundle
T W !W with typical fibre ƒn .

We have �ı.ˆıe/D 2c1.W / and hence if the Euler class e does not vanish on �2.B/

(in particular, �2.B/ cannot be trivial), then �V W �2.W;V /' Z! �1.ƒn/' Z is
the multiplication by 2 or �2 and the Maslov number of V is NV D 2.

In particular, if e is not trivial on �2.B/, we can say that the Maslov class of the
generator of �2.W;V / is 2 or �2. Unfortunately, if we want to conclude for the
monotonicity of V , we must find out the sign of this class. We use one more time
Example 0.
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Lemma 3.5 The Maslov class in W of the generator � is 2.

Proof By definition, we get the Maslov class �W
V

of a disc vW .D2;S1/! .W;V /

by trivialising the tangent bundle T W on the disc:

D2 �R2n ' v�T W //

��

T W

��
D2

v // W

As the restriction vjS1 takes its values in V , .vjS1/�T V defines a loop in T V and
after trivialisation of v�T W , a loop in the Grassmannian ƒn of the linear Lagrangian
subspaces of R2n . The class �V .v/ is then the (ordinary) Maslov class of this loop
of ƒn .

In our case, the disc � lies in the fibre of W !Q. We describe T W in the neigh-
bourhood of this fibre. Let U be a contractile neighbourhood of b0 in B so that the
bundle V ! B can be trivialised on U :

V jU //

�

  

U �S1

||
U

On the open subset V jU of V , the restriction of � is a trivial bundle. We are therefore
in the case of Example 0. This means that W jU (D .pıq/�1.U/) is symplectomorphic
to T �U �C and V jU is embedded in T �U �C as the product of the zero section
of T �U and of the circle centered at the origin and of radius

p
�2� . The Maslov

class of the disc � is hence equal to the Maslov class of the loop u 7!
p
�2�u in C ,

namely 2.

Proof of Theorem 3.3 Thanks to the symplectomorphism between C and the fibre
(see Appendix A.1), we also know the area of the disc � : it is equal to the area of the
disc of C with center at the origin and radius

p
�2� , namely �2�� . As in the case

of T �S1 , Z
v�! D��� �W

V .v/

if v is the disc � and thus for all v of �2.W;V /.

In the next section, we are interested in the other monotone Lagrangian embeddings in
a symplectic cut.
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4 Monotone Lagrangian submanifolds in symplectic cuts

As announced in Introduction, we will apply periodicity results of Seidel [21] to
Lagrangian submanifolds in the symplectic cut. We recall here some general results on
this periodicity.

4.1 Seidel’s periodicity theorem

To begin with, let us state the theorem of Seidel [21] (see also Audin [2]):

Theorem 4.1 (Seidel) Let .W; !/ be a monotone geometrically bounded symplectic
manifold endowed with a Hamiltonian circle action. Let w be the sum of the weights
of the linearised action at a fixed point.

Assume that there exists a positive integer N such that 2c1.W / is mapped onto zero in
H 2.W IZ=N Z/.

Let L be a monotone Lagrangian submanifold of W (with NL � 2) such that the
modulo N Maslov class .W

L
/�.�N / of L vanishes in H 1.LIZ=N Z/.

Then the Floer cohomology of L is (absolutely) graded by Z=N Z and is periodic of
period 2w .

Let us recall how the Gauss map W
L

and the reduced Maslov class �N are defined .

If .W; !/ is a symplectic manifold, we consider as in Section 3 the bundle ƒ.W /!W

associated with the tangent bundle whose fibre at a point is the set of linear Lagrangian
subspaces of the tangent space to W at that point. If L is a Lagrangian submanifold
of W , we denote by W

L
W L!ƒ.W / the Gauss map that associates to a point of L

the tangent space of L at that point.

If .W; !/ is a symplectic manifold such that 2c1.W /D 0 in H 2.W IZ=N Z/ for some
integer N , there exists (see for example [21]) a Maslov class �N in H 1.ƒ.W /IZ=NZ/
that extends the modulo N reduction of the ordinary Maslov class on each fibre of the
bundle ƒ.W /!W . Note that when W is a cotangent bundle, one can take N D 0

and .W
L
/�.�N / is then the usual Maslov class of a Lagrangian submanifold L in the

cotangent bundle.

Remark 4.2 If W is a simply connected symplectic manifold, the assumption “2c1.W /

is mapped on zero in H 2.W IZ=N Z/” can be replaced by “N divides 2NW ” and the
assumption “.W

L
/�.�N / vanishes in H 1.LIZ=N Z/” by “N divides NL ”.
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We recall now how the weights of a Hamiltonian circle action are defined.

If .W; !/ is endowed with a Hamiltonian circle action, this action defines a map of S1

in the group of symplectic diffeomorphisms of W :

�W S1
�! Sp.W /

u 7�! .x 7! u �x/

At a fixed point x , the linearised actions Tx�.u/ (for u 2 S1 ) are endomorphisms
of TxW whose matrices in a common diagonalisation basis have the form0@um1 0

: : :
0 umn

1A :
The mi ’s are called the weights of the action.

Example In [21], Seidel applied Theorem 4.1 to the projective space CP n . To-
gether with the following theorem of Oh, he proved that there is no simply connected
Lagrangian submanifold in CP n (for the precise statement, see [21, Theorem 3.1]):

Theorem 4.3 (Oh [19]) Let L be a compact monotone Lagrangian submanifold
of a symplectic manifold .W; !/ such that NL � 2. Denote by HF.L;L/ its Floer
cohomology.

(i) If NL � nC 2, then HF.L;L/Š
M

k

H k.LIZ=2Z/.

(ii) If NL D nC 1, then HF.L;L/Š
M

k

H k.LIZ=2Z/ or
M

k¤0;n

H k.LIZ=2Z/.

Seidel used the following circle action on the projective space:

S1
�CP n

!CP n

.u; Œz�/ 7! Œuz0; z1; : : : ; zn�

H.Œz�/D
jz0j

2Pn
iD0 jzi j

2
:of the Hamiltonian

The fixed points are the points of the hyperplane z0 D 0, for which the sum of weights
is 1 and the point of homogeneous coordinates Œ1; 0; : : : ; 0� for which the sum of
weights is �n.

We can notice that, in this example, NW D nC 1 and that the classes of the sums of
weights are equal in Z=NW Z. Thus, we get for all the fixed points the same period 2
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when the Floer cohomology is graded by Z=N Z with N dividing NW . This is a
general fact:

Proposition 4.4 The class in Z=NW Z of the sum of weights at a fixed point does not
depend on the fixed point.

This may be well known to specialists. We nevertheless include a proof in Appendix A.2.

In the case of the symplectic cut of the cotangent bundle, we have:

Proposition 4.5 The symplectic cut of the cotangent bundle W� is endowed with a
Hamiltonian circle action and the sum of the weights of the linearised action at a fixed
point is equal to 1.

Proof The symplectic cut W� of the cotangent bundle is endowed with the Hamiltonian
circle action

S1
�W� �!W�

.u; Œx; '; z�/ 7�! Œx; ';uz�

hW W� �!Rof the Hamiltonian

Œx; '; z� 7�!
1

2
jzj2:

As the action of S1 is free on T �V , the fixed points of this action are the points such
that z D 0, namely the points lying in Q� .

At a point .x; '/ of Q� , the action of S1 can be linearised under the decomposition

TŒx;';0�W� ' TŒx;'�Q� ˚ .H
�1.�/�S1 C/Œx;'��

id 0

0 u

�
:by

It implies that the sum of weights is 1.

Remark 4.6 This is (modulo NW�
) the smallest nonzero sum of weights we can

expect. When the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 are fulfilled, the Floer cohomology of a
Lagrangian submanifold is 2–periodic.

We will use Seidel’s theorem in the next section in order to get obstructions to the
existence of Lagrangian submanifolds into a symplectic cut. To apply Seidel’s theorem
to the symplectic cut, we have to check the following:
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Proposition 4.7 The symplectic cut is geometrically bounded in the sense of Audin,
Lalonde and Polterovich [4].

Proof Recall (see [4]) that a symplectic manifold without boundary .W; !/ is geo-
metrically bounded if there exists on W an almost complex structure J and a complete
Riemannian metric g such that:

(a) J is uniformly tamed by ! , that is, there exist strictly positive constants ˛
and ˇ such that for all X;Y 2 T W ,

!.X;JX /� ˛ g.X;X /;

j!.X;Y /j � ˇ kXkgkY kg:(5)

(b) There exist an upper bound for the sectional curvature of .W;g/ and a strictly
positive lower bound for the injectivity radius of .W;g/:

We also recall that the cotangent bundle .T �V; !can/ of a closed manifold V is
geometrically bounded. To see it, we can choose a metric g on T �V induced by a
Riemannian metric on V and an !can –tame almost complex structure J homogeneous
with respect to uniform dilatations in the fibres. We can choose for example the almost
complex structure induced by the Levi-Cività connection (as in Floer [10] and Oh [19]).

The product of .T �V; !can/ with .C; !std;Jstd;gstd/ is then also geometrically bounded.

When V is endowed with a free circle action, one can choose a Riemannian metric
on V which is invariant by the action of the circle. The metric on the product T �V �C
is then also invariant for the induced Hamiltonian action so that we get by restriction
the upper bounds and lower bound of (a) and (b) on the level zH�1.�/. Taking the
quotient, the metric and the almost complex structure induced on W� satisfy (a) and (b),
so that W� is geometrically bounded.

4.2 Simply connected embeddings

For a monotone Lagrangian embedding of a simply connected manifold in a symplectic
cut, we have the following topological obstructions:

Theorem 4.8 Let B be a compact manifold of dimension d � 1 with d � 2. Let
e be an element of H 2.BIZ/ such that e is not trivial on �2.B/ and 2e D 0 in
H 2.BIZ=N Z/ for an integer N > 2. Let V d ! Bd�1 be the principal circle bundle
with Euler class e . We denote by W a monotone symplectic cut of T �V (that is, a
symplectic cut at a negative level).
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If N > d C 2 or N D d C 2 with d odd, there is no compact and simply connected
Lagrangian submanifold in W .

If N D d C 2 with d even, the Z=2Z–cohomology groups of a compact and simply
connected Lagrangian submanifold in W are isomorphic to those of CP d=2 .

Proof If 2eD 0 in H 2.B;Z=N Z/ for some integer N > 2, N divides 2Ne , so that
2Ne D 2NW > 2.

Let L be a compact and simply connected Lagrangian submanifold in W . By
Remark 3.1 (ii), its Maslov number in the symplectic cut W is NL D 2NW , and
in particular NL � 2. Applying Theorem 4.1, the Floer homology of L is well defined,
graded by Z=N Z and 2–periodic.

If moreover N � d C 2, then NL � d C 2 and we can apply Oh’s theorem – the
Floer homology of L is isomorphic to the ordinary cohomology of L with coefficient
in Z=2Z:

HF.L;L/Š
M

i

H i.LIZ=2Z/:

This leads to a contradiction with the 2–periodicity if N � dC3 (see Figure 3); and if

N � 0

Z=2Z

Z=2Z

0

0

d

Figure 3: The Floer homology of L when NL � d C 2

N D d C 2, the periodicity implies that the cohomology groups of L are isomorphic
to the cohomology groups of CP d=2 for even integer d and are trivial if d is odd,
which gives another contradiction.
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4.3 Lagrangian submanifolds of the cotangent bundle

Let L be a compact Lagrangian submanifold in T �V . Then, for j�j large enough, it
lies in H�1..�IC1// and hence can be embedded as a Lagrangian submanifold of
the symplectic cut W� . Such a � being now fixed, we will omit the indices � in the
following.

4.3.1 Monotonicity of a Lagrangian submanifold of the cotangent bundle into the
symplectic cut In order to understand under which conditions L can be monotone
in W , we need to know its Maslov class in W . In the following, we will relate this
class to the Maslov class of L in T �V .

Remember that the cotangent bundle T �V of V is a symplectic manifold the first
Chern class of which satisfies 2c1.T

�V / D 0 in H 2.T �V IZ/. As already noticed
in Section 4.1, this implies that there exists a Maslov class �T �V 2H 1.ƒ.T �V /IZ/
that extends the ordinary Maslov class on each fibre of ƒ.T �V /! T �V . The Maslov
class �T �V

L
2H 1.LIZ/ of a Lagrangian submanifold L in T �V can then be defined

as the pullback
�T �V

L D .T �V
L /��T �V :

The formula connecting the Maslov class of L in W to that of V in W and that of L

in T �V is the analogue of the formula given by Lalonde and Sikorav in [13]. We use
their notation and denote by i the embedding of L in T �V and f the composition of
this embedding and of the projection of T �V on V :

L
i //

f

""

T �V

pV

��
V

We use the long homotopy exact sequence associated with the triple .W;T �V;L/:

�2.T
�V;L/ �! �2.W;L/ �! �2.W;T �V / �! �1.T

�V;L/:

The projection is a homotopy equivalence between T �V and V , so that �2.W;T �V /

is isomorphic to �2.W;V / and the composition of this isomorphism with the map
�2.W;L/! �2.W;T �V / is a map that will be denoted f� (it is actually .id; f /� ).

We can now write the formula:

Lemma 4.9 If @W �2.W;L/! �1.L/ denotes the boundary map, then

(6) �W
L D �

W
V ıf�C�

T �V
L ı @:
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Proof Let wW .D2;S1/! .W;L/ be a disc with boundary on L. Then the map
�2.W;L/! �2.W;T �V / associates to the class of w seen as a disc with boundary
in L the class of w seen as a disc with boundary in T �V . Thanks to the retraction
in the fibres of the projection pV W T

�V ! V , we have a homotopy h between @w
and pV .@w/ and we can describe the image of the class of w by the isomorphism
�2.W;T �V /! �2.W;V / as the class of the disc zw D w # h obtained by gluing w
and h (see Figure 4), so that f�Œw�D Œ zw�.

V

T �V

L

Q

w

h

f

Figure 4: The disc zw obtained by gluing w and h

Since h takes value in T �V , the difference

�W
L .w/��W

V ıf�.w/D �
W
L .w/��W

V . zw/

is simply the Maslov class in T �V of the boundary of h (seen as a map of Œ0; 1�� Œ0; 1�
in T �V ) namely the difference between the Maslov classes in T �V of the boundaries
of w and of zw . And zw is a loop in the zero section V of T �V , therefore its Maslov
class vanishes and we have

�W
L .w/��W

V . zw/D �
T �V .@w/:

In order to prove the monotonicity of L, we need a similar formula for the class of the
symplectic form. With the notation of the previous proof, this relation can be written as

(7)
Z

D2

w�!W D

Z
D2

zw�!W C

Z
S1

.@w/��

where � is the Liouville 1–form of T �V .
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Indeed, we have zw D w # h, henceZ
D2

zw�!W D

Z
D2

w�!W C

Z
Œ0;1��Œ0;1�

h�!W

D

Z
D2

w�!W C

Z
S1

.pV .@w//
���

Z
S1

.@w/��:

But pV .@w/ is a loop in V , and V is exact in T �V , hence the integral
R

S1.pV .@w//
��

is zero.

Corollary 4.10 Any exact compact Lagrangian submanifold with zero Maslov class
in the cotangent bundle of V can be embedded as a monotone Lagrangian submanifold
in a symplectic cut of T �V (for some negative level � ).

Proof If we restrict to the case of a Lagrangian submanifold L of the cotangent
bundle that is exact and with zero Maslov class, the monotonicity of V (Theorem 3.3)
implies the monotonicity of L in W as (6) and (7) can then be written: for any disc
wW .D2;S1/! .W;L/,

�W
L .Œw�/D �W

V . f�Œw�/D �
W
V .Œ zw�/;(8) Z

D2

w�!W D

Z
D2

zw�!W ;

which completes the proof.

4.3.2 Exact compact Lagrangian submanifolds of the cotangent bundle

Verification of the assumptions of Seidel’s periodicity theorem We verify now if
Theorem 4.1 can be applied in the symplectic cut to the compact exact Lagrangian
submanifolds of the cotangent bundle with vanishing Maslov class.

We have recalled in Section 4.3.1 why we can define a Maslov class

�T �V
2H 1.ƒ.T �V /IZ/:

We will denote by .�T �V /N 2 H 1.ƒ.T �V /IZ=N Z/ the modulo N reduction of
�T �V . As the embedding of H�1..�;C1// in W� is symplectic, we have an embed-
ding

iƒW ƒ.H
�1..�;C1///!ƒ.W /

and if 2c1.W�/D 0 in H 2.W� IZ=N Z/ (namely, if 2e D 0 in H 2.BIZ=N Z/), then

.�T �V /N jƒ.H�1..�;C1/// D i�ƒ�
N :
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Thus, if L is a Lagrangian submanifold of H�1..�;C1//,

.W
L /��N

D .iƒ ı 
T �V
L /��N

D .T �V
L /�.iƒ/

��N

D .T �V
L /�.�T �V /N jƒ.H�1..�;C1///:

Hence, .W
L
/��N is the modulo N reduction of the Maslov class .T �V

L
/��T �V

of L in T �V .

In particular, if L is exact, .W
L
/� �N is zero in H 1.LIZ=N Z/.

Simply connected Lagrangian submanifolds Simply connected Lagrangian sub-
manifolds are exact, in particular Theorem 4.8 applies, so that we have:

Theorem 4.11 Let B be a compact manifold of dimension d � 1 with d � 2. Let
e be an element of H 2.B;Z/ such that e is not trivial on �2.B/ and 2e D 0 in
H 2.BIZ=N Z/ for some integer N > 2. Let V d !Bd�1 be a principal circle bundle
with Euler class e .

If N > d C 2 or N D d C 2 with d odd, there is no compact simply connected
Lagrangian submanifold in T �V .

If N D d C 2 with d even, the cohomology groups with coefficients in Z=2Z of a
compact and simply connected Lagrangian submanifold of T �V are isomorphic to
those of CP d=2 .

The case B simply connected Lalonde and Sikorav proved in [13] that if L is an
exact Lagrangian submanifold of T �V , then the index of f�.�1.L// in �1.V / is
finite. In the case B (and hence W ) is simply connected, Seidel’s theorem (for its
simplified statement, see Remark 4.2) gives:

Theorem 4.12 Let V d !Bd�1 be a principal circle bundle with base a compact and
simply connected manifold B and with nonzero Euler class. Let L be an exact compact
Lagrangian submanifold in T �V . We assume that its Maslov class in the cotangent
bundle is zero.

Then, if m denotes the index of f�.�1.L// in �1.V /,

(i) m divides Ne where Ne the nonnegative generator of he; �2.B/i � Z;

(ii) 2m� d C 2.

For the proof of Theorem 4.12, notice first that:
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Remarks 4.13 (1) Let V d ! Bd�1 be a circle bundle with base a compact and
simply connected manifold B .

If Ne is the nonnegative generator of the subgroup he; �2.B/i of Z, then

�1.V /D Z=NeZ:

In particular, �1.V / is cyclic. (2) If L is a compact exact Lagrangian submanifold
of T �V with B simply connected and if m is the index of f�.�1.L// in �1.V /, then
the quotient

�1.V /=f�.�1.L//Š Z=mZ

is also cyclic.

To see (1), one can compute �1.V / with the long exact sequence associated to the
fibre bundle V ! B :

�2.B/ �! �1.S
1/ �! �1.V / �! �1.B/D f0g:

As the image of the map �2.B/! �1.S
1/ is NeZ, �1.V / Š Z=NeZ (so that we

could have seen in this case that V is monotone in W thanks to Lemma 3.2).

Proof of Theorem 4.12 By Formula (8), �W
L
D �W

V
ıf� .

As the image of f�W �2.W;L/!�2.W;T �V / is mZ (because the index of f�.�1.L//

in �1.V / is m) and �W
V

is the multiplication by 2, the Maslov number of L is
NL D 2m.

We also know that NL divides 2NW D2Ne (Remark 3.1), so m necessarily divides Ne

and we have (i).

Eventually, if NL�dC2, then first, NL�2 so that we can consider the Floer homology
of L and secondly the assumptions of Oh’s Theorem (Theorem 4.3) are fulfilled, so
that the Floer homology is isomorphic to the cohomology of the submanifold:

HF.L;L/Š
M

i

H i.LIZ=2Z/:

By Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.5, as W is simply connected and as 2m divides NL

and 2NW , the Floer homology of L is graded by Z=2mZ,

HFi.L;L/DH i.LIZ=2Z/;

and by Proposition 4.5, must be 2–periodic. In the case when NL � d C 3, this
periodicity is in contradiction with Oh’s theorem.
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Corollary 4.14 Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.12, if 2Ne > d C 2, then
H 1.LIZ=NeZ/ ¤ f0g. In particular, L cannot be simply connected (conclusion
already contained in Theorem 4.11).

Proof If 2Ne > d C 2, as 2m� d C 2 by Theorem 4.12, the index m of f�.�1.L//

in �1.V / is strictly smaller than the cardinal Ne of the group �1.V /. Hence, the
subgroup f�.�1.L// is not trivial, f� is a nonzero homomorphism from �1.L/ to
Z=NeZ and H 1.LIZ=NeZ/¤ f0g.

Applied to the lens spaces, Theorem 4.12 and Corollary 4.14 give the following:

Proposition 4.15 If L is a compact exact Lagrangian submanifold with zero Maslov
class in the cotangent bundle of a lens space L2nC1

p , then the quotient �1.V /=f�.�1.L//

is cyclic and its cardinal, namely the index of f�.�1.L// in �1.V /, is less than or
equal to nC 1 and divides p .

In particular, if p is a prime number strictly greater than nC1, then this index equals 1.

Proof In the case of the lens spaces V D L2nC1
p , B D CP n is simply connected

and Ne D p . The conclusion of Theorem 4.12 can be written: m divides p and
2m � 2nC 3. Because of the parity, the case 2mD 2nC 3 cannot be realised, and
finally we have m� nC 1.

In particular, if p is a prime, m is equal to 1 or p and if p > nC 1, then necessarily
mD 1.

Corollary 4.16 Let L be a Lagrangian submanifold in the cotangent bundle of a
lens space L2nC1

p for a integer p such that p > nC 1. Then H 1.LIZ=pZ/ ¤ f0g.
In particular, L cannot be simply connected nor with finite fundamental group of
cardinal q with gcd.q;p/D 1

But in the case the fundamental group of V is cyclic, the following can be directly
proved without using the symplectic cut of the cotangent bundle:

Theorem 4.17 Let V d ! Bd�1 be a circle bundle with basis a compact simply
connected manifold B . Let L be a compact exact Lagrangian submanifold of T �V .

Then the map induced by f ,

f�W �1.L/ �! �1.V /;

is surjective.
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Proof By Remarks 4.13 (1), �1.V /D Z=NeZ is a quotient of �1.S
1/D Z.

To any abelian subgroup mZ=NeZ � Z=NeZ (m a divisor of Ne ) is associated a
finite cyclic covering with m sheets zV ! V . The restriction of this covering to each
fibre of the bundle V !B is just the path-connected covering with m sheets of S1 . In
particular, if we lift the circle action �.u/ on V (for u 2 S1 ) in a flow z�.u/ on zV (for
u 2R), then z�.1/, the flow at time 1, is a generator of the covering group of zV ! V .

If we consider the associated covering T � zV ! T �V , the generator of its covering
group (denoted by �) is isotopic to the identity through an Hamiltonian isotopy. Now,
assume that j W L! T �V is an exact Lagrangian embedding such that the image
j�.�1.L// is a subgroup mZ=NeZ with m > 1. This embedding can be lifted to
embedding z| W L! T � zV , and it has the property that �.z|.L//\ z|.L/ is empty. As
we know that � is Hamiltonian isotopic to the identity, we get a contradiction with
the result of Gromov and Floer on the exact Lagrangian submanifolds. Consequently,
mD 1.

Let us consider now the monotone Lagrangian embedding of some particular manifold
in the symplectic cut. We begin with the spheres.

4.4 Monotone Lagrangian embeddings of spheres

Theorem 4.8 applies of course in the case of an embedding of sphere, but there exists
even more obstructions in this case:

Theorem 4.18 Let B be a compact manifold of dimension d � 1 with d � 2. Let e

be a nonzero element of H 2.BIZ/ such that e is not trivial on �2.B/ and 2e D 0 in
H 2.BIZ=N Z/ for an integer N > 2. Let V d ! Bd�1 be a principal circle bundle
with Euler class e . We denote by W a monotone symplectic cut of T �V .

If N � d C 2 or if N < d C 2 and N does not divide d C 1, then the sphere Sd

cannot be embedded as a Lagrangian submanifold of W , except possibly if N D 4 and
d � 2 Œ4�.

Proof As in the proof of Theorem 4.8, N divides 2Ne D 2NW . As d � 2, the sphere
LD Sd is simply connected and hence exact with Maslov number

NL D 2NW D 2Ne � 4:

By Seidel’s periodicity Theorem (Theorem 4.1), the Floer homology of L is well
defined, graded by Z=N Z and 2–periodic.

We then use the following lemma which gives us the Floer homology of the sphere for
some values of NW .
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Lemma 4.19 Let W be a symplectic monotone manifold of dimension 2d (d � 2),
with first Chern number NW � 1, admitting a sphere Sd as Lagrangian submanifold.

Then the Floer homology of the sphere Sd is well defined and if 2NW does not divide
d C 1, it is equal to its ordinary cohomology:

HF.Sd ;Sd /D
M
k2Z

H k.Sd
IZ=2Z/

If N does not divide d C 1, then 2NW cannot divide d C 1, and by Lemma 4.19, the
Floer homology is isomorphic to the ordinary cohomology. This is in contradiction
with the 2–periodicity, except in the case N D 4 and d � 2 Œ4�.

Proof of Lemma 4.19 As the sphere L D Sd is simply connected for d � 2, it is
monotone and NL D 2NW � 2. Thus, the Floer cohomology of L is well defined.

If NL � d C 2, we can directly apply directly Oh’s theorem (Theorem 4.3) and the
Floer cohomology of the sphere is equal to its ordinary cohomology.

To extend this result in the case NL < d C 2, we look precisely at the proof of the
theorem of Oh.

First, Oh defines a local Floer homology which is isomorphic to the Morse homology
of L: given a Darboux neighbourhood U of L and an isotopy ˆ sufficiently close to
the identity so that ˆ1.L/ lies in U , the local Floer homology is defined with the same
complex as the “global” Floer homology, but the differential counts only the solutions
of Floer’s equation that lie in U .

���
���
���
���
���

���
���
���
���
���

����
����
����
����
����
����

����
����
����
����
����
����

L

ˆ1.L/

U

x y

u

Figure 5: A solution u that does not leave the neighbourhood U

We can restrict ourselves to a Hamiltonian isotopy constructed with the help of a Morse
function f W L ! R on L: as U is symplectomorphic to a neighbourhood of the
zero section in T �L, we define an Hamiltonian on U by defining it on T �L by the
composition of f and the projection � of the cotangent bundle:

H W T �L!R

p 7! f .�.p//
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If f is sufficiently C 1 –small, the Hamiltonian isotopy defined by H is sufficiently close
to the identity and if f is sufficiently C 2 –small, we can even define an isomorphism
between the local Floer homology and the Morse cohomology (see Oh [19] and
Floer [10]).

We can then extend H to the whole manifold W by setting it equal to zero out of
(a neighbourhood of) U . Now, in order to prove the same result for the (“global”)
Floer homology (and thus the theorem of Oh), it remains to see that when ˆ is close
enough to the identity (f is enough C 2 –small), all the solutions of Floer’s equation
that appear in the definition of the differential (ie the J –holomorphic strips between L

and ˆ1.L/ with Maslov class equal to 1) stay in U .

Assume that a solution u “gets out” of U .

����
����
����
����

����
����
����
����
����

����
����
����
����
����

L

ˆ1.L/

U

u

v

x y

Figure 6: A solution u that leaves U

We can glue to u a small strip vW Œ0; 1�� Œ1; 2�!U �W in U between L and ˆ1.L/

so that we get a disc wW Œ0; 1�� Œ0; 2�! W with boundary on L. The fact that the
solution u does not stay in U implies (see [19, Proposition 4.1]) that the symplectic
area

R
w�! of w is positive. The monotonicity of L then implies that �L.w/ > 0.

But the Maslov classes of the strips satisfy

�L.w/D �u.x;y/��v.x;y/D 1��v.x;y/;

and since v is a small strip between L and ˆ1.L/, its Maslov index is (see also
Viterbo [22])

�v.x;y/D indf .y/� indf .x/� � dim.L/;

where indf .x/ is the Morse index of x for the function f .

Hence, �L.w/D �u.x;y/��v.x;y/D 1� . indf .y/� indf .x//� 1C d .

But �L.w/ > 0 and by definition of the Maslov number, NL divides �L.w/. We get
here the (i) of Oh’s Theorem: if NL � d C 2, all the solutions stay in U and the Floer
homology is the Morse cohomology.
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Here we are interested in the case when L D Sd and we can choose for the Morse
function f on L the “height” function which has only two critical points: a minimum
of Morse index 0 and a maximum of Morse index d .

In this case, in order to have �L.w/ > 0 and NL dividing �L.w/, it is necessary that
�L.w/D 1C d .

In consequence, if NL < d C 2 and NL does not divide d C 1, all the solutions stay
in U , and the Floer homology is equal to the local homology, which is isomorphic to
the ordinary cohomology.

4.5 Monotone embeddings of tori

The case of a monotone Lagrangian torus in a symplectic cut gives one more example of
monotone Lagrangian torus with Maslov number equal to 2. This is a result analogous
to the result on monotone tori in Cn (see [8; 11]).

Theorem 4.20 Let V d ! Bd�1 be a principal circle bundle with basis a compact
simply connected manifold B and nonvanishing Euler class. Denote by W a mono-
tone symplectic cut of T �V (that is, a cut at a negative level). Assume that a torus
i W Td ,!W is embedded in W as a monotone Lagrangian submanifold with nontrivial
Maslov class. Then the Maslov number of T is equal to 2.

Proof By Proposition 2.6, W is monotone and its first Chern number is NW DNe

where Ne is, as before, the Euler number of the circle bundle V d ! Bd�1 .

The torus being oriented, its Maslov number N is even and greater or equal to 2.
Moreover, as T is assumed to be monotone in W , the Floer homology of the torus T
is well defined. By the periodicity theorem of Seidel (Theorem 4.1), this homology
HF.T ;T / is (absolutely) graded by Z=N Z and is 2–periodic for this grading.

Let us assume that N � 3. We will get a contradiction by studying Oh’s spectral
sequence [19], and more precisely the description of this spectral sequence given by
Biran.

Let A D Z=2Z ŒT;T �1� be the algebra of Laurent polynomials over Z=2Z in the
variable T . We define the degree of T to be NL . Then

AD
M
i2Z

Ai

where Ai D Z=2Z T i=NL if i is a multiple of NL and Ai D f0g otherwise.
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Theorem 4.21 (Biran [6]) Let .M; !/ be a geometrically bounded symplectic mani-
fold and L be a monotone Lagrangian submanifold of .M; !/ with Maslov number
NL � 2.

There exists a spectral sequence fEp;q
r ; dr g satisfying the following properties:

(1) For every r � 0, E
p;q
r can be written E

p;q
r D V

p;q
r ˝ApNL with dr D ır˝�r ,

where �r is the multiplication by T r , V
p;q

r are vector spaces over Z=2Z,
ır W V

p;q
r ! V

pCr;q�rC1
r are homomorphisms and satisfy ır ıır D0. Moreover,

V
p;q

rC1
D

ker.ır W V
p;q

r ! V
pCr;q�rC1

r /

Im.ır W V
p�r;qCr�1

r ! V
p;q

r /
:

(2) For r D 1, V
p;q

1
DH pCq�pNL.LIZ=2Z/.

(3) fEp;q
r ; dr g collapses at the �C 1 step, where � D Œ.dim.L/C 1/=NL� and the

spectral sequence converges to HF.L;L/, that is,M
pCqD`

E
p;q
1 Š HF`.mod NL/.L;L/:

(4) For every p 2 Z, M
q2Z

E
p;q
1 Š HF.L;L/:

Moreover, Buhovski [7] has endowed this spectral sequence of Biran of a multiplicative
structure:

Theorem 4.22 (Buhovski [7]) The spectral sequence of Theorem 4.21 can be en-
dowed with a multiplicative structure, that is, for every r � 1, there exists a product

mr W E
p;q
r ˝Ep0;q0

r �!EpCp0;qCq0

r

such that the differential dr satisfy the Leibniz rule with respect to this product. More-
over, this structure coincide on E1 with the usual cup product on the cohomology
H�.LIZ=2Z/.

In the case of the torus T in W , the differential at the first page is

ı1W H
pCq�pN .T IZ=2Z/ �!H pC1Cq�.pC1/N .T IZ=2Z/:

In particular, if p D 0 and q D 1, ı1W H 1.T IZ=2Z/!H 2�N .T IZ=2Z/ and hence,
if N � 3, ı1 vanishes on V

0;1
1

. The cohomology of the torus is generated as a ring by
the elements of H 1.T IZ=2Z/, so that the Leibniz rule for ı1 with respect to the cup
product implies that ı1 is zero.
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Consequently, V
p;q

2
D V

p;q
1
DH pCq�pNT .T IZ=2Z/. But for r � 2, ır decreases

the degree by rN � 1> 3. We get by induction ır D 0 and

E1 DE2 D � � � DEr DE1 D HF.T ;T /:

Eventually, HF.T ;T /DH�.T IZ=2Z/. By Seidel’s Theorem, we know that the Floer
homology is graded by Z=N Z and 2–periodic. This can be written as for every j 2Z,M

k2Z

H jCkN .T IZ=2Z/D
M
k2Z

H jC2CkN .T IZ=2Z/:

At the dimension level, this equality can be written as for every j 2 Z,X
k2Z

�
d

j C kN

�
D

X
k2Z

�
d

j C 2C kN

�

(with the convention
�
d
k

�
D 0 if k 62 f0; : : : ; dg).

This means, denoting for j 2 f0; : : : ;N � 1g,

Sj D

X
k2Z

�
d

j C kN

�
;

(
S0 D S2 D � � � D SN�2;

S1 D S3 D � � � D SN�1:
that

As N is even, N D 2m, and we sum the Sj for the even indexes j :

S0CS2C � � �CS2m�2 D

dX
`D0; ` even

�
d

`

�
D 2d�1

and for the odd indexes j :

S1CS3C � � �CS2m�1 D

dX
`D0; ` odd

�
d

`

�
D 2d�1;

and we get that mS0 DmS1 D 2d�1 . All the Sj are thus equal and for every j in Z,
NSj D 2d .

Note that, for a fixed N , if the property

(9) for every j 2 Z; N
X
k2Z

�
d

j C kN

�
D 2d
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is satisfied for d D d0 � 2, then by induction, using Pascal’s rule, the property is
satisfied for every d � d0 .

In order to get a contradiction, we prove that for every d0 � 2, there exists d � d0

such that NS0 ¤ 2d . For this purpose, we give another expression of S0 .

Let � D exp.2i�=N / be a primitive N –root of the unity. Expanding .1C �k/d for
k 2 f0; : : : ;N � 1g, and then summing up using the equalities

1C �C �2
C � � �C �2m�1

D 0

where � is a N –root of the unity, we get

NS0 D

N�1X
kD0

.1C �k/d

D 2d
C

N�1X
kD1

.1C �k/d

D 2d
C

N�1X
kD1

cos
�

kd�

N

��
cos

�
k�

N

��d

:

For d0 � 2, choose d � d0 a multiple of 2N . Then cos .kd�=N /D 1. As for k 2

f1; : : : ;N�1g, we have 0<�=N �k�=N � .N�1/�=N <�=2 and cos .k�=N />0.
This implies

N�1X
kD1

cos
�

kd�

N

��
cos

�
k�

N

��d

> 0;

NS0 > 2d :

The Floer homology of the torus is thus not 2–periodic and hence N D 2.

Remark 4.23 We can also prove this result using instead of Biran’s spectral se-
quence endowed with Buhovski’s multiplicative structure the dichotomy of Biran and
Cornea [5]: the Floer homology of a monotone Lagrangian torus in a symplectic
manifold is either trivial or isomorphic to its ordinary cohomology and in the case the
Floer homology is trivial, the Maslov number is 2. The proof above gives that the
Floer homology cannot be isomorphic to the ordinary cohomology, so that the Floer
homology of the torus must be trivial and its Maslov number is 2.
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4.6 Monotone embedding of the product of two spheres

Other examples of manifolds for which the cup product structure is interesting are the
product of spheres S` �Sm :

Theorem 4.24 Let V d ! Bd�1 be a principal circle bundle with basis a compact
simply connected manifold B and nonvanishing Euler class. Denote by W a monotone
symplectic cut of T �V . Assume that a product of two spheres S`�Sm (for 1� `�m,
`CmD d ) can be embedded in W as a monotone Lagrangian submanifold and that
its Maslov class is not zero. Then its Maslov number is less then or equal to mC 1

except when `D 1 and mD 2 or when `D 4 and mD 6.

Proof By Künneth Theorem, the ordinary cohomology (with Z=2Z coefficients) of
LD S` �Sm is, when ` <m,

H k.LIZ=2Z/D

(
Z=2Z if k D 0; `;m; `Cm;

f0g otherwise,

and when `Dm,

H k.LIZ=2Z/D

8̂<̂
:

Z=2Z if k D 0; 2m;

Z=2Z˚Z=2Z if k Dm;

f0g otherwise.

As in the case of the monotone torus, the Floer homology of L is well defined, absolutely
graded by Z=N Z, if N is the Maslov number of L, and is 2–periodic for this grading.

At the first page of the spectral sequence, for p D 0, the differential

ı1W H
q.T IZ=2Z/!H qC1�N .T IZ=2Z/

is trivial if N � mC 2, so that ı1 is zero on V 0;q
1

for q � m. We investigate if
ı1W V

0;q
1
!V 1;q

1
can be nonzero for qD `Cm. But H `Cm.T IZ=2Z/ is generated by

H `.T IZ=2Z/ and H m.T IZ=2Z/, and as for the torus, the Leibniz rule for ı1 with re-
spect to the cup product implies that ı1 is zero. Analogously, ı1 is zero on every V

p;q
1

.

Consequently, V
p;q

2
D V

p;q
1
DH pCq�pNT .T IZ=2Z/. But for r � 2, ır decreases

the degree by rN � 1> qC 1. We deduce by induction that ır D 0 and

E1 DE2 D � � � DEr DE1 D HF.L;L/:

Eventually, HF.L;L/DH�.LIZ=2Z/. As this Floer homology must be 2–periodic,
if ` < m and N D mC 2, this is possible only when m D 2 (and ` D 1) or when
mD 6 and `D 4.

If ` <m and N >mC 2 or if `Dm, the Floer homology cannot be 2–periodic.
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Appendix A Complement to proofs

A.1 Complement to the proof of Lemma 3.4

We give here the construction of the map ˆW �1.S
1/! �2.W;V / fitting in the fol-

lowing commutative diagram:

�2.V / //

D

��

�2.B/ //

'

��

�1.S
1/ // �1.V / //

D

��

�1.B/ //

'

��

0

�2.V / // �2.W / // �2.W;V / // �1.V / // �1.W / // 0

Denote by x0 the base point for �1.V /, b0 its projection on B and consider the fibre
of b0 2 B �Q for the complex line bundle W ! B . Adapting the definition of the
diffeomorphism between C and the symplectic cut of T �S1 in Example 0 of Section 1,
we can describe a symplectic diffeomorphism between C and the fibre of b0 :

iCW C �!W

z 7�!

�
x0;

�
�C

1

2
jzj2

�
˛x0

; z

�
:

The image of the disc of C centered at the origin and of radius
p
�2� is a disc in W

with boundary in V , since V is embedded in T �V as the zero section and in W by

V �!W

x 7�! Œx; 0;
p
�2��;

and if zD
p
�2�u with u 2 S1 , then iC.z/D Œx0; 0;

p
�2�u�D Œxu �x0; 0;

p
�2�� lies

in the image of V in W .

Notice also that the center of the disc is mapped on the image of b0 in W : iC.0/D

Œx0; �˛x0
; 0� (indeed, B is embedded in Q by Œx� 7! Œx; �˛x � and Q is embedded

in W by Œx; '� 7! Œx; '; 0�).

In order to define ˆ, it is enough to give the image of the generator defined as the class
of the loop t 7! e�2i� t in �1.S

1/. We map this generator on the disc

�W D.0;
p
�2�/ �!W

z 7�!

�
x0;

�
�C

1

2
jzj2

�
˛x0

; z

�
of W with boundary in V which is the image by iC of the disc of radius

p
�2� of C .

Let us check that this map ˆ makes the diagram commute.
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The two “side” squares

�1.V / //

D

��

�1.B/

'

��
�1.V / // �1.W /

and

�2.V / //

D

��

�2.B/

'

��
�2.V / // �2.W /

are naturally commutative as the homotopy equivalence between B and W is given
by the projection q� ıp� .

The square
�1.S

1/ //

ˆ
��

�1.V /

D

��
�2.W;V / // �1.V /

is commutative by construction of ˆ. Indeed, the image of the generator t 7! e�2i� t

of �1.S
1/ by the inclusion of S1 in the fibre of x0 is u 7! xu �x0 and the image of the

class of � by the boundary map is the class of u 7! Œx0; 0;
p
�2� u�D Œxu �x0; 0;

p
�2��

which describes the loop u 7! xu �x0 of V in W .

Finally, the square
�2.B/ //

'

��

�1.S
1/

ˆ
��

�2.W / // �2.W;V /

is also commutative. The long exact sequence associated with the bundle V ! B

corresponds to the exact sequence of the pair .V;S1/ where �i.V;S1/ and �i.B/ are
identified by the isomorphism �� and the map �i.V;S1/' �i.B/! �i�1.S

1/ is the
boundary map.

If wW S2! B is a sphere of B with w.1/D b0 , we can lift it to a disc v of V with
boundary in the fibre of b0 (so �.v/ D w ) such that v.1/ D x0 . The class of v in
�2.V ;S

1/ is then the image of the class of w under the isomorphism �2.B/
'
!�2.V;S

1/.
So the image of the class of w by the map �2.B/ ! �1.S

1/ is the class of the
boundary @v of v and its image by the composition �2.B/! �1.S

1/! �2.W;V /

is the disc ˆ.@v/ constructed from the loop @v of S1 by extending it to a disc in the
fibre of b0 .

On the other hand, the image of the class of a sphere w of B by the map �2.B/!�2.W /

is the class of w after the embedding of B in W and the image of the class of a sphere w
of W by �2.W /! �2.W;V / is simply the class of w considered as a disc with
boundary in V .
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In order to verify that the diagram commutes, it is enough to check that in �2.W;V /,
the class of this sphere w is the class of ˆ.@v/.

As the disk v (the lift of the sphere w of B ) lies in V , its class in �2.W;V / is trivial.
As a consequence, the class in �2.W;V / of the disc obtained by sum of v and of
ˆ.@v/ and denoted v #ˆ.@v/ is

Œv #ˆ.@v/�D Œˆ.@v/�:

But v and ˆ.@v/ have the same boundary, hence v #ˆ.@v/ is a sphere representing
an element of �2.W /. In consequence, we already know that the element Œˆ.@v/� of
�2.W;V / is the image of an element of �2.W /. We still have to prove that v #ˆ.@v/
is homotopic to the sphere w in W . But for this purpose, it is enough to see that their
image by the projection q� ıp� (which gives the homotopy equivalence between W

and B ) are homotopic in B . As v takes value in V , q� ı p�.v/ D �.v/ D w and
q� ıp�.ˆ.@v//D b0 in B (recall that ˆ is constructed such that the image of a loop is
in the fibre of b0 ). Eventually, q� ıp�.v #ˆ.@v//D w # b0 which is homotopic to w ,
so that the last square is commutative.

A.2 Proof of Proposition 4.4

The manifold W being connected, it is enough to check that if x and y are two
critical points such that there exists a trajectory of the gradient (of the Hamiltonian H

associated with the Hamiltonian circle action) connecting these points, then

w.x/� w.y/ŒNW �

where w.x/ denotes the sum of weights at the critical point x .

If x and y are two such critical points, we can construct a (gradient) sphere in W

having these points as poles. We will get the result by studying the relationship between
the first Chern class of this sphere and the weights of the action at the poles.

Let 't be a gradient trajectory connecting these two points x and y . It means that 't

satisfies

d't

dt
D� grad't H;

lim
t!�1

't
D x and lim

t!C1
't
D y:

In order to build the gradient sphere, we consider the trajectories 't
u obtained from 't

by action of S1 , namely if u 2 S1 , then

't
uW t 7! u �'t :
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Let us prove that, for u 2 S1 , 't
u is also a trajectory of the gradient.

We have (still denoting by � the action)

d't
u

dt
D T't�.u/

d't

dt
D�T't�.u/ grad't H:

To conclude, it is enough to check that T't�.u/ grad't H D gradu�'t H or more
generally that, for all point z of W , Tz�.u/ gradz H D gradu�z H . This is true if we
choose a metric g on W which is invariant for the action of S1 .

We have moreover limt!�1.u �'
t /D u � .limt!�1 '

t /D u �xD x (as x is a critical
point of H , it is a fixed point of the action) and similarly, limt!C1 u �'t D y .

We can extend the “cylinder without boundary”

S1
�R!W

.u; t/ 7! u �'t

to S1 � Œ�1;C1�! W by the limits x and y respectively, and then by quotient
of the boundaries of the resulting “cylinder with boundary”, we get a gradient sphere
wW S2!W .

x

y

't

u �'t

Figure 7: A gradient sphere between x and y

In order to get the first Chern class of the sphere w , we consider the pullback by w of
the determinant bundle on W :

w� det.T W / //

��

det.T W /

��
S2

w // W
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The projection of the tangent bundle is equivariant under the action of S1 . It induces
an equivariant projection det.W /!W .

Moreover, the map defined by

S1
�R!W

.u; t/ 7! u �'t

is also equivariant if S1 acts by multiplication on the first factor of S1�R. This action
can be extended to S1� Œ�1;C1�!W and then descends to the quotient, so that the
map w and the projection of the line bundle f � det.T W /! S2 are also equivariant.

But if we decompose the sphere S2 in the union of the two open subset S2
C and S2

�

obtained by removing from the sphere respectively the south pole and the north pole,
we can trivialise this bundle on each of the two contractile open sets S2

C and S2
� :

f � det.T W /
� //

$$

S2
C �C 'C �C

xx
S2
C

(and the same diagram holds for S2
� ).

If w.y/ (respectively w.x/) denotes the sum of the weights of the linearised action at
the point y (respectively at the point x ), the action of S1 on S2

C�C 'C�C can be
written as

u � .z1; �1/D .uz1;u
w.y/�1/

and on S2
� �C 'C �C ,

u � .z2; �2/D .xuz2;u
w.x/�2/:

Indeed, the linearised action in the chart Cn around x is by definition of the weights
.mi.x//1�i�n at the point x :

u �

0@v1:::
vn

1AD  um1.x/ 0: : :
0 umn.x/

!0@v1:::
vn

1A
and the determinant of the matrix is uw.x/ .

We can rebuild the complex line bundle f � det.T W /! S2 by gluing S2
C �C and

S2
��C on their common boundary jz1j D jz2j D 1. The gluing map can be expressed
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in terms of the first Chern class:

ˆ.z1; �1/D .xz1; z
c1.f /
1

�1/:

The action of S1 must be compatible with the gluing, hence

ˆ.u � .z1; �1//D u �ˆ.z1; �1/:

ˆ.u � .z1; �1//Dˆ.uz1;u
w.y/�1/But

D .uz1; .uz1/
c1.f /uw.y/�1/

u �ˆ.z1; �1/D u � .xz1; z
c1.f /
1

�1/and

D .xuxz1;u
w.x/z

c1.f /
1

�1/:

Thus, we necessarily have c1.f /Cw.y/D w.x/ and as NW divides c1.f /,

w.x/� w.y/ ŒNW �:

Appendix B Symplectic cut with semifree circle action

We assume in this section that the action of S1 on V is semifree. It induces as in the
case of the free circle action on V a Hamiltonian action on T �V of Hamiltonian

H.x; '/D h';X.x/i:

The fixed points of the induced action on T �V sit in the 0–level of H . All the other
levels of H are regular and the action of S1 on these levels is free. Consequently, the
nonzero levels of zH are also regular and we can carry out the symplectic cutting at
these levels. This time again, we will be interested in the symplectic cut at a negative
level.

In the following, we assume that � is a negative real number. We want to know if in
this case, the symplectic manifold (still denoted W� or W for simplicity) is monotone.

B.1 Sum of weights

The fixed points of the circle action on the symplectic cut described at Section 4.1
are now not only the points of the symplectic submanifold Q� but also the fixed
points in H�1..�IC1//. Moreover, the fixed points for the action of the circle on
the symplectic cut on the open set H�1..�IC1// are the same as the fixed points for
the action of the circle on T �V . As we noticed above, these fixed points belong to
H�1.0/, and hence are embedded in the symplectic cut at the negative level � .
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In particular, any fixed point of V is after the canonical embedding of V in the
symplectic cut a fixed point of the circle action on W� . We prove that the sum of
weights in these points is zero. It is enough to prove this fact for the circle action on
the cotangent bundle.

Lemma B.1 The sum of the weights in a fixed point of the zero section V for the
action of the circle on the cotangent bundle is zero.

Proof We still denote by � the action of S1 on V and we denote by z� the action
induced on T �V :

S1
� .T �V �C/ �! T �V �C

.u; .x; '; z// 7�! .u �x;u �'; xuz/:

In a fixed point x of V , for every u 2 S1 ,

Tx�.u/W TxV ! TxV

is an endomorphism of TxV . We choose again an invariant metric g on V . This
means that Tx�.u/ is an isometry for the scalar product on TxV given by gx . Denote
by A.u/ its matrix in an orthonormal basis for the scalar product on TxV .

We know that the circle action on T �V is Hamiltonian, in particular symplectic. By
definition, the sum of the weights in a fixed point is the sum of the exponents of
the variable u 2 S1 when we write the matrix of the action at a common basis of
diagonalisation. In order to prove that the sum of weights is zero, it is enough to prove
that the determinant of this matrix is equal to 1 for every u.

We express the circle action matrix on T �V in terms of the action matrix on V . On
the zero section of the cotangent bundle, the tangent space at x can be decomposed in

T.x;0/.T
�V /' TxV ˚T �x V:

In the basis obtained by considering the union of the orthonormal basis on TxV used
to define A.u/ and its dual basis, the matrix of Tx z�.u/ is

zA.u/D

�
A.u/ 0

0 tA.u/�1

�
D

�
A.u/ 0

0 A.u/

�
:

Hence the matrix zA.u/ is an element of the orthogonal matrices O.2d/ (as A.u/ 2

O.d/) and of the symplectic matrices Sp.2d/ (as the action is symplectic).

Moreover, we can choose for the almost complex structure Jg on the cotangent bundle
the one defined thanks to a Levi-Cività connection for the metric on V (as in Floer [10]
and Oh [19]). This connection maps the vertical tangent vectors on the horizontal
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tangent vectors. In particular, for the decomposition of the tangent space at x above,
if v 2 TxV , Jg.v/ D g.v; � /, so that the matrix zA.u/ of O.2d/\Sp.2d/ ' U.d/

correspond to the matrix A.u/ in U.d/.

We already know that det.A.u// 2 f�1I 1g as A.u/ is orthogonal. Moreover, the
map u 7! det.A.u// is continuous and det.A.0//D det.Id/D 1, so that this map is a
constant map equal to 1 and the sum of the weights is equal to 0.

B.2 Monotony of the symplectic cut

In order to study the symplectic cut in the case of a semifree circle action, we will use
the manifold Vreg obtained by taking away of V the fixed points. The circle acts freely
on Vreg and we denote by Breg D Vreg=S1 the quotient by the action.

As the action of the circle is semifree, a consequence of the slice theorem (see for
instance Audin [1, Theorem I.2.1]) is that the submanifold consisting of the fixed points
is at least of codimension 2 and Vreg (and consequently also Breg ) is path-connected.

The regular levels H�1.a/ of H (for a¤ 0) are, as in the case of the free circle action,
isomorphic to vector bundles over Vreg (they are isomorphic to the vector bundle
H�1.0/jVreg ! Vreg ), hence are deformation retracts of Vreg .

Analogously, the quotients Qa D H�1.a/=S1 , for a ¤ 0, are, as in the free action
case, fibre bundle over Breg isomorphic to T �Breg and hence have the homotopy type
of Breg .

In order to prove that W DW� is monotone if � < 0, we study the group H2.W /.

Let U DH�1..aIC1// and V DH�1..�I b//tQ�

for � < a < b < 0 (see Figure 8). These are two open sets of W such that U \V D
H�1..aI b//, V is a retract of U (thanks to the restriction of the retraction of the
cotangent bundle on its zero section), Q� is a retract of V (it is a open disc fibre bundle
over Q� with projection map the restriction of the one we had for W !Q in the case
of the free action) and U \V retracts on a regular level of H , thus has the homotopy
type of Vreg .

We can determine H2.W / by using the Mayer–Vietoris exact sequence for the union
W D U [V . The spectral sequence can be written here as

H2.V /˚H2.Breg/
f1
�!H2.W /

f2
�!H1.Vreg/

f3
�!H1.V /˚H1.Breg/;

where f3 is the map induced by the inclusion of Vreg in V and the projection of Vreg

on Breg .
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U

V
�

0

H

a

b

U \V

Figure 8: The union W D U [V

If we have a section s of the map

xf2W H2.W / �! kerf3

induced by f2 , then by Mayer–Vietoris exact sequence, H2.W / is generated by the
image in H2.W / of H2.V /˚H2.Breg/'H2.V /˚H2.Q/ by the map f1 and by
the image of the section s .

We describe such a section s . We begin with the description of kerf3 . If x 2 V is
a regular point in the neighbourhood of a codimension 2 submanifold consisting of
fixed points, then the orbit of this point x under the circle action is a 1–dimensional
cycle in Vreg whose image in V by the inclusion and image in Breg by projection are
homologous to points.

We then prove that such cycles in the neighbourhood of the codimension 2 fixed points
submanifolds generate kerf3 . On the one hand, by the homotopy long exact sequence
for the circle bundle Vreg! Breg , the 1–dimensional cycles of Vreg which project on
cycles homologous to a point in Breg are homologous to orbits of points of Vreg for
the action of S1 . On the other hand, if Vneigh denotes a neighbourhood given by the
slice theorem of the fixed points submanifolds of V , then the Mayer–Vietoris exact
sequence for the union V D Vreg[Vneigh gives that the orbit of a point of Vreg under
the action of S1 is homologous to a point in V if and only if this orbit is homologous
to an orbit in Vneigh .
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A section s can then be defined the following way. Let x0 be a fixed point of the
circle action on V . The point Œx0; 0;

p
�2�� 2 H�1.0/ is then a critical point of

the Hamiltonian h of the circle action on the symplectic cut (see Section 4.1). Let
Œx; '; z� be a regular point in the unstable manifold of Œx0; 0;

p
�2�� such that x is

in a neighbourhood (given by the slice theorem) of x0 . We assume that a and b are
chosen such that Œx; '; z� belongs to U \V .

The trajectory t of the gradient of h which goes through Œx; '; z� at t D 0 goes to
Œx0; 0;

p
�2�� as t goes to �1. For t > 0, t lies in the disc bundle V over Q so

that t goes, as t goes to C1, to a fixed point q which belongs to Q. Letting the
circle act on this gradient trajectory, we get a gradient sphere with north pole x0 , south
pole q , whose “equator” S1 �0 projects over S1 �x in Vreg which is a loop around the
fixed point x0 . This means that we can map any cycle around a codimension 2 fixed
points submanifold of V to a gradient sphere in W and this defines a section s of xf2 .

Now, it is enough, in order to establish the monotonicity of W to verify that the
monotonicity relation is satisfy on the images of H2.U/, H2.V/ and on the gradient
spheres in the image of the section s .

(1) The set U is an open subset of T �V which is symplectically embedded in W .
For any element c of H2.U/, c1.W /.c/D 0 and Œ!�.c/D 0 (the form is exact on this
open set).

(2) If we proceed to the symplectic cutting construction Wreg at the level � for the
principal circle bundle Vreg! Breg , V is a disc bundle sitting inside the line bundle
Wreg!Q� . We have proved that in the case of a free action we have in H 2.WregIR/,

Œ!�.c/D�2��c1.Wreg/.c/D�2��c1.V/.c/:

(3) Let us look now at the monotonicity for the gradient spheres. Let  be a gradient
trajectory of h between a fixed point x0 of V and a fixed point q of Q. The circle
action on  defines a gradient sphere S1 �  . Its area is equal to

Œ!�.S1
�  /D 2�

Z


iXh
!

where Xh is the Hamiltonian vector field associated to h (see for instance Audin [1,
proof of Theorem VIII.1.1]). Moreover, as  is a trajectory of the gradient of h,

d

dt
D� grad hD JXh:

As a consequence,Z


iXh
! D

Z
!.Xh;JXh/D

Z


kXhk
2
D

Z d

dt

2
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is equal to the energy of this trajectory, that is,

Œ!�.S1
�  /D 2�.h.x0/� h..xq//D 2�.��/:

Besides, the Chern class of this sphere is the difference of the sums of weights at x0

and at q , that is,
c1.S

1
�  /D w.q/�w.x0/D 1

(see Sections 4.1, A.2 and B.1), so that the gradient sphere satisfy

Œ!�.c/D�2��c1.V/.c/:
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